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1. Executive summary 
 

1.1 Project background 

The growth of Low Carbon Technologies (LCTs) will have a significant effect on electricity distribution networks. The 

Active Response project aims to demonstrate active reconfiguration of the network and the use of power electronics to 

support the growth of LCTs. 

 

At UK Power Networks we strive to enable the uptake of LCTs at the lowest cost to customers. As such we are developing 

a toolbox of smart solutions to ensure we have the right solution for any challenge we might face. The Active Response 

project will deliver two physical smart asset solutions – also known as Power Electronic Devices (PEDs) – which can 

provide a range of benefits, including the deferral of costly network reinforcement. These solutions are the second-

generation Low Voltage (LV) Soft Open Point (SOP) and a novel High Voltage (HV) Soft Power Bridge (SPB). The project 

will also deliver an advanced optimisation and automation platform, a software solution which can deliver benefits over 

a wide area if the enabling technologies are in place. This advanced optimisation and automation solution will be part of 

a larger Active Network Management (ANM) platform. The SOP and SPB can control power flows, fault levels and 

voltages on the LV and HV networks respectively. In order to maximise network capacity, the ANM platform will optimise 

the network configuration through changing open points on the network and also optimise the behaviour of the SOPs 

and SPBs. 

 

Active Response is funded through Ofgem’s Network Innovation Competition (NIC) funding mechanism. The project 

started in January 2018 and will complete in November 2021. It is a collaborative project with partners being Scottish 

Power Energy Networks (SPEN), Turbo Power Systems (TPS), CGI and Ricardo Energy & Environment. By partnering 

with SPEN we can ensure that the methods, once proven, are deployable to at least five of the 14 GB licence areas and 

hence wide applicability is highly likely.  

 

If proven successful, Active Response could save customers across Great Britain (GB) £271m in reinforcement costs – 

approximately £9.34 from every customer’s bill – by 2030. As well as reducing reinforcement costs, the project aims to 

help reduce overloading on circuits; this in turn will reduce Customer Interruptions (CI) and Customer Minutes Lost (CML), 

the key parameters for measuring the frequency and duration of power cuts experienced by customers. 

 

The project aims to initially trial the use of PEDs and ANM software in several trial areas. The trials will be broken down 

into two key methods: 

 

1) Network Optimise – trialling the optimisation and automatic reconfiguration of HV and LV networks in 

combination, using remote control switches and SOPs 

2) Primary Connect – trialling the use of controlled transfers between primary substations, using the SPB to share 

load and optimise capacity 

 

Once Network Optimise and Primary Connect have been trialled successfully in isolation, they will be trialled in 

combination as the fully integrated Active Response trial. Further detail on the trial methods is provided in UK Power 

Networks’ Full Submission Pro-forma (FSP), which is available on our Innovation website. 

 

https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/projects/active-response/
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1.2 Summary of progress 

 

This Project Progress Report (PPR) – the third for Active Response – covers the period January to June 2019. Our 

previous PPR, covering August to December 2018, is available from: 

 

https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Active-Response-Project-Progress-Report-

December-2018.pdf 

 

Collectively, these PPRs form the annual progress report required by Ofgem’s Network Innovation Competition 

Governance Document. The Active Response project prefers to publish PPRs every six months rather than the minimum 

requirement of annual reporting because the project advances substantially in a six-month period. It is anticipated that 

other NIC projects and stakeholders would therefore benefit from being informed of the progress and learning on a six-

monthly basis.  The next reporting period will cover July to December 2019.  

 

Overall, the project has made good progress across all workstreams in this reporting period, as summarised below. 

 

Workstream 1 – Hardware development and deployment 

 

The project team and internal stakeholders signed off the critical designs for the SPB and SOP. Component testing has 

begun and the prototype devices are being built. Delays have been experienced during the initial phase of component 

testing which will affect the timeline for Project Deliverable 3 (Learning from Hardware factory tests) and may also have 

a cascade effect on Project Deliverable 5 (Initial Learning from the Installation and Commissioning of Active Response 

Hardware); however, the project team is exploring options to mitigate this risk. Details are provided in the risks and issues 

section of this report (Section 4.3). 

 

Imperial College London (ICL) was appointed as the academic partner for the review of the hardware designs and 

delivered multiple reports.  

 

Workstream 2 – Software development and deployment 

 

A key development for Workstream 2 in this period was the appointment of Smarter Grid Solutions (SGS) and its partners 

to deliver UK Power Networks’ ANM platform, which is central to the Active Response advanced automation solution. 

Workstream 2 has been working with SGS and its partners to plan the implementation of the advanced automation 

solution to suit the requirements of the four project trials. 

 

Development of the advanced automation solution for Trial 1 also started in the period, so that Trial 1 can commence in 

an offline environment during the next reporting period. Work has also continued on various design and specification 

documents in preparation for the trials. 

 

Aston University was appointed as the academic partner for the software design reviews. 

 

https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Active-Response-Project-Progress-Report-December-2018.pdf
https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Active-Response-Project-Progress-Report-December-2018.pdf
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Workstream 3 – Project planning, trials and analysis 

 

The Project Deliverable 2 report (Trial Site Selection Criteria and Process Outcome) was submitted on time, in January 

20191; this details the process undertaken to select locations for each of the four project trials. Detailed design of the trial 

hardware, monitoring and communication requirements is in progress, requiring close interaction with Workstreams 1 

and 2. As part of the process, a number of site visits and workshops with UK Power Networks’ field and distribution 

planning engineers were undertaken.  

 

Workstream 4 – Learning and dissemination  

 

Workstream 4 has liaised closely with the other workstreams to ensure that the project learning is disseminated 

successfully. The communications strategy continues to be implemented to raise awareness of the project objectives, 

technology and learnings. This has included presentations at national and international industry events, including 

SGTech Europe, CIRED 2019, a Power Network Demonstration Centre forum and at the UK Power Networks ‘Better 

Networks Forum’ event. By presenting at these events, the project team has raised the profile of the project and 

developed useful contacts who are interested in attending future Active Response dissemination events and workshops. 

The workstream has also been coordinating with SPEN’s LV Engine project team to identify actions to collaboratively 

demonstrate and share learning of the technology used with the wider industry.  

1.3 Risks and issues 

 
The project continues to apply robust risk management procedures to reduce the probability and impact of risks 
materialising. Since the bid submission, a number of risks have been added to the risk register; these are shown in 
Section 11. A few risks mentioned in our previous reports have materialised and are impacting some of the project 
activities; these are being closely managed on a weekly basis. Further detail is provided below: 

 

Ref Issue Impact Mitigation 
Target 

close date 

Status 

R38 Long lead times for 
PED components are 
impacting the build 
timelines for the SPB 
and SOP. 

 

The build of the SOP 

and SPB is delayed, 

incurring delays to 

testing and 

commissioning of the 

devices. Together with 

R46 listed below, this 

will result in a delay to 

the completion of 

Project Deliverable 3 

(Learning from 

Hardware factory tests), 

which captures 

learnings from the 

testing of the SPB and 

SOP. 

UK Power Networks is 

working closely with TPS to 

develop a detailed 

understanding of the likely 

impact of delays to the testing 

of components. During the 

next reporting period, the 

team will determine the 

revised date for submitting 

Project Deliverable 3.  This is 

not expected to amount to a 

material change to the 

project. 

Q4 2019 Live 

                                                      
1 Available at URL: https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Active-Response-Project-Deliverable-2-
Report.pdf 
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Ref Issue Impact Mitigation 
Target 

close date 

Status 

R46 Delays in the testing 
of SOP components 
will delay functional 
and qualification 
testing of the 
devices. 

The build of the SOP is 

delayed, incurring 

delays to testing and 

commissioning of the 

devices. Together with 

R38 listed above, this 

will result in a delay to 

the completion of 

Project Deliverable 3 

(Learning from 

Hardware factory tests), 

which captures 

learnings from the 

testing of the SPB and 

SOP. 

As above for R38. Q1 2020 Live 

 
Confirmed delay to Project Deliverable 3 (Learning from Hardware factory tests) – See Issues R38 and R46 in the 
table above. The revised submission date is still to be determined, but is not expected to amount to a material change to 
the project. The project team is constantly monitoring the situation and is progressing a formal change request which will 
be submitted to Ofgem’s Project Officer in due course. 
 
Risk of delay to Project Deliverable 4 (Learning from Commissioning and Operation of Active Response Software 
Solution Tools) – The appointment of the ANM supplier enabled the project to close Issue R29, relating to delays in the 
ANM procurement process. However, in the interests of selecting the most appropriate supplier for the wider business-
as-usual (BaU) enterprise roll-out of ANM, additional risks have arisen that may have an impact on some significant 
project milestones. The most immediate of these risks is a potential delay to the submission of Project Deliverable 4.  
With limited time available for the development of Trial 1 software it is likely that the offline trials may need to be delayed, 
with a subsequent knock-on effect on the submission date for Project Deliverable 4. This remains a high risk at the end 
of this reporting period, but is not yet confirmed as an issue. 
 
Risk of delay to Project Deliverable 5 (Initial Learning from the Installation and Commissioning of Active Response 
Hardware) – Issues R38 and R46 have the potential to delay the submission of Project Deliverable 5. The delay to Project 
Deliverable 3 (Learning from Hardware factory tests) is likely to have a knock-on effect on Project Deliverable 5, because 
delays to testing of the devices will result in a delay to their installation and commissioning. In addition, commissioning 
of the devices is dependent on the communication links with the ADMS being operational. There is a dependency on 
third parties for the implementation of the communication links.  Although the project team has not been informed of any 
delays with the communication links, it remains a high risk as it is not directly within their control. The risk of delays to 
the submission of Project Deliverable 5 remains a high risk at the end of this reporting period, but is not yet confirmed as 
an issue. 
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2. Project Manager’s report 
 

The project made good progress during the reporting period (January to June 2019), focusing on the following areas: 

 

 Ongoing project planning, which is vital for tracking the effects of changes to workstream plans on the overall 

project and mitigating associated risks 

 On-boarding the software supplier for the advanced automation and optimisation system (ANM platform) 

 Planning for trials by preparing the necessary data and Information Technology/Operation Technology (IT/OT) 

systems as well as the release integration and test strategy 

 Documenting and approving the critical design for the SPBs 

 Component testing and building of prototypes of the PEDs 

 Documenting the logical architecture design of the advanced automation and optimisation system  

 Appointment of two academic partners (ICL and Aston University) for the Workstream 1 and 2 design review 

 Detailed design of the four project trials, considering the characteristics of each site 

 Ongoing engagement with UK Power Networks’ stakeholders in preparation for the trials and to plan for 

implementation into BaU 

 Ongoing engagement with SPEN to share learning between Active Response and LV Engine 

 Ongoing dissemination of the project in the wider industry within the UK, Europe and internationally 

 

The following sections present reports for the individual workstreams covering progress made during the reporting period, 

challenges encountered, lessons learned and the outlook for the next reporting period.  

 

Project Partner meeting updates 

 

The project team recognises the importance of close collaboration between Project Partners to successfully deliver such 

a complex innovation project. The project team held a project coordination meeting in London on 3 April 2019 which 

provided an opportunity for all Project Partners to discuss and review progress of the project to date, plan for upcoming 

dependencies between workstreams and agree priorities for the coming months. The project team aims to hold Project 

Partner meetings on a quarterly basis, with the next meeting scheduled for July 2019.  

 

The Project Partner meeting covered a number of key points, including: 

1) Workstream updates – each workstream lead provided an update on progress to date, the focus for the next 

period, risks and issues 

2) Project governance – an overview of the current governance and a session to discuss what is working well and 

what can be improved 

3) Collaborative planning of tasks over the next 12 months 

4) Planning for workshops and engagement with UK Power Networks’ stakeholders 

5) Technical discussions requiring input from multiple workstreams 

6) Risks, issues and mitigation 
 

Figure 1 shows the project team at the Project Partner meeting on 3 April 2019. 
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Project team 

 

During the reporting period, the incumbent UK Power Networks Project Manager for Active Response took up a new post 

outside the organisation. The previous UK Power Networks Workstream Technical Lead for Workstreams 1 and 3 was 

appointed as the new Project Manager following a competitive interview process and there was a managed gradual 

transition within the project team before the end of the incumbent Project Manager’s notice period. UK Power Networks 

is currently seeking a replacement to fill the vacant Workstream Technical Lead role. In the interim, the Project Manager 

from Ricardo Energy & Environment is providing additional support to the UK Power Networks Project Manager as he 

assumes project management responsibilities.   

 

2.1 Workstream 1 – Hardware development and deployment 

 

Workstream 1 is responsible for hardware development and deployment. The workstream is delivered in partnership with 

Turbo Power Systems (TPS), who is developing the SPB and SOP. 

 

The SPB is being developed as a first-of-kind device for this project and the SOPs have been fundamentally redesigned 

from the previous versions that were used in UK Power Networks’ Flexible Urban Networks – LV project. Considering 

the novel nature of the SPB and SOPs, TPS has elected to conduct a thorough testing regime which involves testing at 

every stage of build of the prototypes. Individual components are being tested first. Thereafter, subsystem testing will be 

Figure 1 – The project team at the Project Partner meeting in a collaborative planning session. 
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conducted in increasing complexity as more components are added, to check their functionality. This robust approach 

will enable TPS to identify potential issues early in the build process, thereby mitigating technical performance risks and 

delays during the trials. It will also minimise the impact of an unexpected failure of long lead time components, which 

would otherwise introduce delays. 

Progress during this reporting period 

 

During this reporting period, the workstream focused on the following activities: 

 

 Completion of PED design document reviews by ICL 

 Receipt and test of prototype components, including Silicon Carbide (SiC) devices, LV power supplies, universal 

power supply, inductors, printed circuit boards, busbars, power supplies and capacitors. Testing of these 

components is being carried out against their specifications and supplier datasheets 

 Design refinement to ensure any issues revealed during testing of these components are captured and 

implemented into the final design 

 Build of SOP prototype stacks, including busbars, SiC devices and DC capacitors to allow testing of these 

components 

 Further development of the supervisory control software for voltage support and harmonics compensation in a 

simulation environment 

 Drawing production to confirm the PEDs’ layout and optimise their dimensions  

 Site visits to UK Power Networks’ licence areas to confirm locations for the PEDs during the trials 

 Build and test a SiC device using a single gate driver 

 Commence build of the SPB test cell within the TPS facility 

 Concept design and component selection of the water cooling system for the SPB  

 Visits to the input power transformer manufacturer before dispatch of the units to the TPS facility (see Figure 2) 

 Continuing work on the build and equipment acquisition to prepare the test area in the TPS laboratory for SPB 

testing 

Figure 2 - Input power transformer being prepared for transportation 
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Challenges and lessons learned 

 

This section describes the main challenges and lessons learned in the workstream in this reporting period.  

 

 Single component testing – Application of newly developed SiC semiconductor high power modules is new to 

the power electronic industry, specifically in high power applications. Therefore, it was decided to include a 

detailed validation testing regime to evaluate the performance of individual components against the expected 

design criteria. Testing the single components and subsystems extends the testing timeline but reduces the risk 

of component failure of the assembled unit. Figure 3 shows an example of such tests at the TPS facility.  

 

 SOP inductors – Issues were experienced with the original inductors for SOPs in the testing phase, because 

the thermal performance of these components was not in line with performance stated in the supplier datasheets. 

Using these inductors would require a redesign of the filters and the overall SOP cabinet. TPS is considering a 

number of mitigation options which include increasing the size of the cabinet and revisiting the cooling fan design. 

Other options include further discussions with the supplier to optimise the design of the inductors, as well as 

investigating alternative core materials and potential suppliers that could provide alternative products. These 

mitigation actions are expected to extend the testing period, which will ultimately affect the timeline for functional 

and performance testing of the SOP. This is expected to delay the submission of Project Deliverable 3 (Learning 

from Hardware factory tests) and may have a subsequent cascade effect on Project Deliverable 5 (Initial Learning 

from the Installation and Commissioning of Active Response Hardware).  Further information is provided in 

section 4.3. 

 

 Supervisory control workshops (modes of operation development) – For Workstream 1, the team held 

numerous supervisory control workshops to finalise supervisory functions for SOPs and SPBs. One of the main 

outcomes of this exercise was the decision on operating protocol for PEDs in case of any communication failure 

between the RTU and ANM.  Under normal conditions, the PEDs will only follow instructions from the RTU. 

However, in a scenario of communications failure between the RTU and ANM, the PEDs will continue to follow 

any future set-point signals already issued by the ANM. Once there are no more future set-points in the buffer, 

the RTU will decide if the PEDs should shut down or enter into voltage support mode. Additionally, the 

Figure 3 – Test bench for double-pulse testing of the SiC modules of the SOP (left) and 
SPB (right) 
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input/output schedule was reviewed to align with the decisions made on supervisory control. PEDs’ 

communication with the ANM system is one of the most important aspects of the technical development, as it 

influences the performance of the units as well as the overall solution. 

 

 Collaboration with ICL – ICL provided a review for SOP and SPB design documents. The design 

recommendations provided by ICL were constructive, as they had a good understanding of the system and the 

delivery timeline of the project. All of the recommendations represented a performance improvement and no 

critical concerns were raised. The thorough design review by the academic partner gives the project confidence 

that the devices are being designed according to the current state-of-the-art and that they will be widely 

applicable to UK Power Networks and other DNOs when the project is rolled-out into business-as-usual. 

 

Outlook for next reporting period  

The next period will see significant progress in the development and build of the PEDs. Key activities are described 

below: 

 

 Finalise the stack design of the SOPs and perform evaluation tests to confirm the design 

 Obtain new inductor prototypes for the SOPs and perform validation tests to confirm their thermal and electrical 

performance 

 Complete and confirm the thermal model and thermal management of the SOP cabinets 

 Complete the drawings for the SOP cabinets 

 Receive all components at the TPS site to build the SOPs 

 Complete testing of all PED components  

 Assembly of first units and build enclosures for the PEDs 

 Build the complete SPB and test as a whole unit, then introduce a second to complete the system and test using 

an isolation transformer 

 

2.2 Workstream 2 – Software development and deployment 

Workstream 2 oversees the development, deployment and application of the Active Response optimisation algorithms 

as part of the ANM software platform; please refer to Figure 4 for the conceptual solution design. The workstream is 

responsible for elements of supervisory control, modelling, and communication logic for the PEDs, including custom logic 

for RTUs to increase analogue reporting to the ADMS and the set-point forwarding mechanism from the ANM to the 

PEDs via Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA). 
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In March 2019, following an extensive competitive procurement process, UK Power Networks signed a contract with 

Smarter Grid Solutions (SGS) and partners (‘the ANM supplier’) to deliver the ANM platform. The ANM supplier will work 

to deliver the ANM platform in accordance with the contractual requirements, which include detailed requirements for 

Active Response. 

 

Progress during this reporting period 

 

During this reporting period, following a competitive process, Workstream 2 appointed Aston University as an academic 

partner to conduct the solution design review. The work will be undertaken predominantly as desktop studies and best 

practice analyses. The review will focus on solution design and optimisation techniques, concentrating on topics such as 

hierarchical control philosophy, data handling, optimisation and state estimation techniques, dynamic asset ratings, and 

single-phase connection apportioning. The feedback from the academic review will be used to improve the optimisation 

algorithms as well as the logical architecture of the ANM platform.  

Figure 4 – Conceptual solution architecture showing ANM 

interfaces 
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During this reporting period, Workstream 2 focused primarily on the following activities: 

 

 Finalising the tendering process for the ANM software platform 

 Reviewing functional and non-functional requirements for Active Response with the ANM supplier; writing test 

criteria for functionality verification; baselining the IT/OT requirements based on feedback received from the 

ANM supplier 

 Finalising the detailed design and technical architecture documents for the Active Response optimisation 

solution (including ANM software): 

o Logical Architecture Design Document (LADD) – this document has been updated following the 

appointment of the ANM supplier 

o RTU specification document – this document outlines the specification for the RTU enhancements that 

UK Power Networks will require to support the Active Response trials 

o Active Response data catalogue – this document lists the data sources needed to perform Active 

Response optimisations as well as master BaU systems that host this data 

o ANM data requirements – this document is issued in collaboration with the ANM supplier 

o High-level release, integration and test strategy – this document defines the overall release, integration 

and test strategy for the Active Response IT/OT solution, including new and modified network devices 

(e.g. RTUs, PEDs), telecontrolled LV switchgear and their associated RTUs 

 Active Response work packages that list software modification requirements for the following solution 

components: 

o ANM platform 

o ADMS 

o DPlan distribution planning software 

 Appointment of an academic partner to review the software solution design 

 Engaging with RTU manufacturers and submitting orders for the development and configuration of RTUs to 

support more frequent analogue reporting to ADMS as well as to facilitate support of the PEDs 

 Formulation of the software release plan and required functionality for each release of the ANM 

 Drawing of single line diagrams containing LV components for the trial areas  

 Defining supervisory control of the PEDs 

Challenges and lessons learned 

 

This section describes the main challenges and lessons learned in the workstream during this reporting period: 

 

 Risk of delay for Project Deliverable 4 (Learning from Commissioning and Operation of Active Response 

Software Solution Tools) – The appointment of the ANM supplier enabled the project to close Issue R29, 

relating to delays in the ANM procurement process. However, this delay has manifested additional risks that may 

have an impact on some significant project milestones. The most immediate of these risks is a potential delay to 

the submission of Project Deliverable 4.  With limited time available for the development of Trial 1 software it is 

likely that the offline trials may need to be delayed, with a subsequent knock-on effect on the submission date 

for Project Deliverable 4. This remains a high risk at the end of the reporting period, but is not yet confirmed as 

an issue.  
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 Uncertainty associated with scoping the software solution – The main challenge facing Workstream 2 in 

this reporting period has been getting the ANM supplier up to speed on the required outcomes of the Active 

Response project. It proved very challenging to estimate the amount of work required to implement the 

optimisation algorithms without knowing the final architecture and functionality of the ANM platform.  

Successful demonstration of the Trial 1 optimisations depends on the availability of the offline ANM software 

platform. Subsequent trials have even more dependencies, since they would include a real-time link to the 

ADMS, software modifications from the vendor of the ADMS to support modelling of PEDs, as well as the set-

point issuing mechanism for the PEDs. 

Although there is a risk that Release 1 of the ANM system (currently scheduled for 31 October 2019) will delay 

the start of Active Response Trial 1, Workstream 2 is taking steps to roll out optimisation algorithms in an offline 

environment in advance. However, it is anticipated that the project can still deliver the full project learning within 

the overall project timescales.  

 RTU reporting mechanism – UK Power Networks’ standard RTU reporting mechanism will need to be 

enhanced to increase the accuracy of analogue signals (active/reactive power, voltages, currents etc.) received 

from secondary substations. Current secondary network RTU polling frequency will not be sufficient to perform 

network optimisations with the desired accuracy. Workstream 2 is currently working on implementation of an 

alternative measurement reporting method to achieve the required optimisation results.  

 Availability of LV network model – The LV network model is still not available in UK Power Networks’ ADMS 

system. This is a known dependency that will need to be resolved before Trial 2 starts (scheduled for Q1 2020). 

As a mitigation, it has been agreed that the relevant parts of the LV network (e.g. secondary substation feeders 

and link boxes participating in the trial) will be hand-drawn in the ADMS. This activity commenced at the 

beginning of June. 

 Cross-workstream communication – One of the lessons learned is the fundamental importance of cross-

workstream communication. Since the Project Partners are geographically spread out across the UK, it is not 

always easy to organise ad-hoc meetings and workshops. As a mitigation, the Project Partners have tried to 

schedule key project events well in advance.  

 Hardware and software development are highly interconnected – The project team has held several 

meetings to understand the dependencies and work around existing BaU constraints. Supervisory control of the 

PEDs is a challenge because it encompasses many aspects of the Active Response solution (i.e. safe network 

operation, control philosophy, data, protocols, communication, interfaces and software components). Two 

supervisory control workshops have been held in Newcastle. These workshops produced a consolidated signal 

list and a simplified control mechanism for PEDs, which will be valuable for all workstreams as the project 

progresses. 

Outlook for next reporting period 

During the next reporting period, Workstream 2 will focus on the following activities: 

 

 Physical architecture design document – this document will be created in collaboration with UK Power Networks’ 
control systems and infrastructure team. It will outline the physical architecture of the ANM solution that would 
host Active Response optimisation algorithms 

 A series of workshops with the ANM supplier to determine the desired outcomes of Trial 1 and design the Active 
HV optimisation algorithm that will be implemented in Trial 1 

 Presenting the overall solution architecture to the Active Response Technical Design Authority and baselining it 
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 Establishing test and live environments for Active Response and addressing the crucial integration work between 
ANM and the ADMS systems  

 Commencing the ANM software deployment and development work 

 Testing the newly developed RTU change reporting mechanism and communication link between a PED and a 
Type-E RTU 

 Writing the Interface Control Documents for the ANM platform solution 

 Working with Aston University to review the Active Response software solution design and optimisation algorithm 
approaches 

 

2.3 Workstream 3 – Project planning, trials and analysis 

 

Workstream 3 covers: 

 

 Project planning 

 Project progress monitoring 

 Use case development 

 Engineering concept design 

 Trial site selection 

 Trial design and management 

 Trials analysis 

 Business case review 

 

Progress during this reporting period 

 

The main activities undertaken by Workstream 3 are discussed in more detail below. 

 

Use Case development 

 

When developing the Use Cases, it was important to map out the existing business processes for key users of the Active 

Response solution. Process mapping was completed following workshops with UK Power Networks’ planning and 

operational teams. Once the project team understood the existing business processes, Use Cases were developed for 

various internal users, including control engineers, distribution planners and infrastructure planners. 

 

An initial set of Use Cases were developed between April and July 2018 to inform the engineering concept design and 

specifications of the PEDs in Workstream 1 and the high-level design in Workstream 2. These were summarised in 

Project Deliverable 1 (High Level Design Specification of Advanced Automation Solution). 

 

The Use Cases were reviewed again in January 2019 and updated to align with the development of the design. Detailed 

workshops were held with UK Power Networks’ control teams to understand how Active Response will be integrated with 

the existing BaU platforms. Further workshops will be required with the ANM vendor to both assist with the design for 

Active Response in the ANM scheme and inform the Use Cases as the ANM design progresses. 

 

The Use Case document includes both the Business Processes Use Cases and the Functional Use Cases. The Business 

Process Use Cases were focused on describing how UK Power Networks users would interact with the Active Response 

solution, while the Functional Use Cases dealt with the technical use cases to inform the design of the software systems 

and hardware devices. 
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The Use Cases will be reviewed regularly at key stages of the project to confirm their validity. 

 

Engineering concept design 

 

The engineering concept design was initially developed between April and June 2018, as a basis for discussing options 

for control architecture, data transmission and the approach to controlling smart hardware. These options were reviewed 

with UK Power Networks’ stakeholders (including the Network Planning, Network Operations and Operational 

Telecommunications teams) and Project Partners.  Their preferred options were then selected and documented 

accordingly.  

 

The design was developed further between September 2018 and May 2019, to include details of the supervisory control 

of hardware devices and present solutions for the protection of equipment. A two-day workshop was held in October 

2018 to discuss these topics, with representatives from UK Power Networks, CGI, Ricardo and TPS present. An 

additional, one-day workshop was held in March 2019 to further develop the modes of operation of the PEDs. The outputs 

from these workshops will be approved by the Technical Design Authority in the next reporting period. 

 

The Active Response solution will require increased switching operations of conventional network equipment, such as 

ring main switches. Research Package 3 (Impact on Conventional Network Equipment) will examine the effect of 

increased switching on asset life, network operations, safety requirements and risk management through a combination 

of field trials and laboratory tests. The procurement process for Research Package 3 was started in this period. It is 

anticipated that switchgear manufacturers and universities will be involved in the competitive bidding process to deliver 

Research Package 3. 
 

Trial design and site selection 

 

The locations for each of the four project trials have been determined. These locations are:  

 

 Trial 1 (Active HV) – London Power Networks (LPN) licence area, Trinity Crescent Primary Substation North 

West Feeder group 

 Trial 2 (Network Optimise) – LPN licence area, Durnsford Road Primary Substation South West feeder group 

 Trial 3 (Primary Connect) – Eastern Power Networks (EPN) licence area, East Stevenage Primary Substation 

and South Stevenage Primary Substation 

 Trial 4 (Active Response) – LPN licence area, Trinity Crescent and Durnsford Road Primary Substations  

 

A thorough process was undertaken to select the trial locations; the details were documented in Project Deliverable 22, 

issued in January 2019. The locations have been selected on the basis of analysis designed to highlight features that 

will lead to effective demonstration of the project methods.  

 

The detailed design for each of the trials is now ongoing, and this includes the selection of locations for SOPs, Remote 

Controlled LV Switchgear, monitoring points etc. 

 

                                                      
2 Available at URL: https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Active-Response-Project-Deliverable-2-
Report.pdf 

https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Active-Response-Project-Deliverable-2-Report.pdf
https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Active-Response-Project-Deliverable-2-Report.pdf
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As part of the process, a number of site visits and workshops with UK Power Networks’ field and distribution planning 

engineers were undertaken. Figure 5 shows members of the Workstream 3 and 1 teams during site visits to determine 

the most suitable locations for the PEDs. 

 

Figure 5 – Members of the Workstream 3 and 1 teams during 

site visits 
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Impact of Active Response methods on P2/6 security of supply standards 

 

The Active Response project analysed the amount of capacity that could be released for LCTs such as electric vehicles 

(EVs) whilst maintaining compliance with the security of supply Engineering Recommendation P2/6. Analysis of the Trial 

2 HV feeder group in south west London was selected and workshops with UK Power Networks’ distribution planners 

will be held early in the next reporting period to formalise the results of this analysis. It is expected that the output of this 

analysis will identify the potential amount of network capacity that can be shared without compromising the reliability of 

the network.    

 

Challenges and lessons learned 

 

This section describes the main challenges and lessons learned in the workstream in this reporting period.  

 

 The only significant challenge faced by Workstream 3 in the period was measuring the phase angle between 

11kV networks at the point where the SPB is to be connected for Trial 3. 

 

The SPB is partially rated to reduce its cost, weight and size, however these benefits prevent the device from 

being able to operate if there is a voltage phase angle difference of more than eight degrees across its terminals. 

Therefore, the project has attempted to find a non-invasive solution to measure the voltage phase angle across 

a normally open point. Two solutions were developed, one for measuring the voltage from the output of the 

capacitor bushings on the RMU and one for locating the corresponding open point in the LV network. 

 

The output of the capacitor bushings was measured at both prospective SPB sites in Stevenage and west 

London. Stevenage produced unreliable results and the project team did not have confidence in the output of the 

measurements. Measurements from west London showed there was a phase angle of less than one degree 

across the HV open point. Phase angle measurements at LV are yet to be recorded. 

 

None of the challenges mentioned above has developed into an issue affecting the agreed project direction. 

 

Outlook for next reporting period 

 

The following activities are planned for Workstream 3 during the next reporting period: 

 

 Update the project plan following further detailed planning exercises  

 Supplier procurement for Research Packages 3 and 4  

 Continue site specific design for the four trial locations 

 Installation of RTUs at Trial 1 locations  

 Workshops with UK Power Networks’ field engineers and planners to finalise the site installation plan 

 Engagement with local authorities to obtain pavement mounted PEDs installation permits 

 Finalise network protection studies in collaboration with UK Power Networks’ planners 
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2.4 Workstream 4 – Learning and dissemination 

 

Progress during this reporting period 

 

Workstream 4 is responsible for learning and dissemination activities. These are critical aspects of the project and will 

ensure that Distribution Network Operators (DNOs) across Great Britain can build on Active Response and avoid 

unnecessary duplication of work at customers’ expense.  

 

The project website is the main portal for sharing learning and is regularly updated with the latest learning documents. 

Internal stakeholder engagement activities also play an important role in guiding deployment of the new technologies 

and practices within the business and support the successful transition into BaU. A dedicated communications strategy 

has been created and is used and updated throughout the project to plan, track and monitor engagement with key 

stakeholders.  

 

During this reporting period, the Workstream 4 activities have focused on two key areas: 

 Implementing the communications strategy to raise awareness of the project objectives and technology, and the 

learning generated so far, to both internal and external stakeholders within the UK and internationally. This has 

been undertaken through presentations at industry events and submission of technical papers 

 Utilising our collaborative knowledge dissemination with SPEN and coordinating with the LV Engine project team 

to identify actions to collaboratively demonstrate and share learning of the technology used with the wider 

industry 

 

The project was also presented at the following industry events, raising awareness of project objectives and concepts to 

stakeholders across the wider industry: 

 

1) UK Power Networks’ ‘Better Networks Forum’ held on 23 January 2018 in London (see Figure 6). This was 

attended by a number of industry stakeholders. The objective was to present an overview of the project, progress 

to date and learnings to a range of stakeholders across the industry 

2) SGTech Europe 2019 held on 27 March 2019 in Amsterdam. This was attended by a number of industry 

stakeholders including international DNOs, Transmission Network Operators, technology vendors and 

consultants. The objective of the dissemination was to demonstrate how the Active Response solution aims to 

support LCTs and EV uptake to the international community and invite feedback on the project  

3) CIRED 2019 held in June 2019 in Madrid. The project presented a technical paper, ‘Active Response to 

Distribution Network Constraints’, with a presentation and a poster session. The objective of the dissemination 

was to show how additional headroom could be created by optimising HV (11kV) and LV (400V) feeders and 

transformer loads using network reconfiguration and power electronics. This prestigious event enabled Active 

Response to be presented to a large audience of industry stakeholders and DNOs from around Europe 

4) Power Network Demonstration Centre (PNDC) held in June 2019. This event is an internal knowledge 

dissemination event where several projects are presented to PNDC staff in order to share useful learnings and 

encourage discussion around a number of topics including network optimisation, which is a key focus of Active 

Response The project received good feedback from the PNDC audience.   
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A joint collaboration plan has been agreed between UK Power Networks and SPEN which outlines the objectives for 

regular joint dissemination activities and events, to ensure that the valuable learning generated in this field is shared and 

disseminated effectively between DNOs and across the industry. This collaboration will culminate in a joint report and 

event in 2021 on the use of power electronics on distribution networks. Further discussions have been held with SPEN 

to identify opportunities where the Active Response and LV Engine projects can combine efforts to effectively share 

learning across the industry. The following actions have been identified: 

1. Agreement to collaborate at LCNI 2019 through presentations at stands and during technical presentation 

sessions, subject to final scheduling of presentation slots. Both project teams will work together to support and 

contribute to presentations where possible.    

2. Agreement to collaborate at technical workshops hosted by each project with a target audience of peer DNOs. 

Both the Active Response and LV Engine projects seek to host between two to three workshops with counterparts 

from other DNOs to share the learning from implementing these new devices and provide the opportunity to 

gather feedback that may be incorporated into the respective projects. A plan is currently being developed that 

outlines the preliminary timing and topics of these workshops.  

 

Figure 6 – Active Response presentation at UK Power Networks’ 'Better Networks Forum' 
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In addition to the industry-facing knowledge dissemination activities above, valuable engagement with UK Power 

Networks’ internal stakeholders has been ongoing during the hardware, software and trial design processes, to ensure 

the solutions adhere to operational requirements and demonstrate benefits. Recent internal engagement activities have 

taken the form of technical design workshops and specification review to gain input of key stakeholders and end users. 

As the design process advances, the project team will retain the engagement with stakeholders from licence areas 

outside the trials, such as network planners, to ensure the trials demonstrate the necessary requirements for roll-out 

across the business. During the project trials, the form of engagement activities will evolve and make use of intranet and 

social media platforms to report the findings. 

 

UK Power Networks’ innovation website3 was refreshed in Q2 2019. The website hosts information relating to all delivered 

and in-flight projects, including Active Response. The Active Response page provides an overview of the project and 

links to published files, including documents, videos, photos and presentations. 

 

Challenges and lessons learned 

 

No challenges were encountered with respect to Workstream 4 during the reporting period.  

 

Outlook for next reporting period 

 

The following activities are planned for the next reporting period: 

 

 Completion of the collaborative workshop plan with SPEN and preparation of the first industry-facing technical 
workshop 

 LCNI 2019, where the Active Response project team will present progress to date and learnings and work with 
SPEN to provide joint presentations where possible 

 Utilising the communications strategy to effectively disseminate and promote a key project milestone, such as 
the start of Trial 1 

 Further engagement with UK Power Networks’ internal stakeholders during hardware and software integration 
testing 

 Updating and publishing latest documents on the Active Response webpage 
 

Figure 7 shows the high-level dissemination activities which are planned throughout the project lifecycle. These have 

been highlighted in the FSP. 

                                                      
3 See URL https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/projects/active-response/ 
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Figure 7 – High-level dissemination plan 
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3. Business case update 
 

We have not discovered any new information that affects the business case; thus the business case remains consistent 

with our FSP.  

 

Figure 8 shows the total expected benefits of Active Response when rolled out across GB, split between the two Active 

Response solutions. The blue bars show the benefits realised from the Network Optimise solution. The green bars show 

the benefits realised from the Primary Connect solution.  

Figure 8 – Benefits of Active Response 
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4. Progress against plan 
 

Figure 9 shows the high-level project plan for Active Response. In the next few sections we describe the progress of more specific items in the detailed project plan.  

 

 

 

Figure 9 – High-level project plan 
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Workstream specific plans are maintained for Workstreams 1, 2 and 3. Summaries from these are fed into an overall 

project plan that is reviewed and updated on a monthly basis as part of our internal innovation procedure.  

 

Project progress calls were held fortnightly with all workstream leads and key contributors to discuss the progress of all 

current tasks and dependencies. The project has established efficient working procedures and workstreams are focused 

on delivering long-term tasks. Workstream progress calls are held on a weekly basis and are managed by the leads.  

 

The overall project calls considered the high-level activities and those involving cross-workstream contributions and 

dependencies, whereas the specific workstream weekly calls captured the detailed actions and activities. On the 

fortnightly workstream calls, actions were logged and tracked. Project risks were also logged and transferred to the 

project risk register on a monthly basis.  

4.1 Summary of changes since the last PPR 

 

Since the last reporting period, the following notable changes have been made to the project plan: 

 

 The testing regime for the PEDs has been extended to allow for more testing of components prior to building 

prototypes, which will delay the factory testing and installation of the devices 

 The submission of Project Deliverable 3 (Learning from Hardware factory tests) will be delayed (see Section 4.3 

for further details); the revised submission date will be determined in the next reporting period 

 The start dates for Trials 2 and 3 have been delayed by approximately eight and 10 weeks respectively, due to  

delays incurred to the Workstream 1 and 2 programmes 

 

At the time of writing, we are still investigating the impact of delays incurred to the Workstream 1 and 2 programmes. 

The impact on the submission of Project Deliverables will be determined in the next reporting period, as they are subject 

to the conclusion of ongoing discussions with third parties. These issues will be monitored closely and an update  

provided in the next PPR. These delays are not expected to result in material changes to the project.  

4.2 Detailed progress in the reporting period 

 

The project has made significant progress during the reporting period, as shown below.  

 

Task description Workstream Status at start 

of period 

Status at end of 

period 

Finalise Project Partner Agreements - In progress Complete 

Critical design of SPBs 1 In progress Complete 

Procurement of SOP components 1 In progress In progress 

Procurement of SPB components 1 In progress In progress 

Manufacture of prototype modules for SPB 1 In progress Complete 

Define SOP and SPB supervisory control 1 & 2 In progress Complete 

Component testing and prototype build – SOPs 1 Not started In progress 

Component testing and prototype build – SPB 1 Not started In progress 

Specification of LV circuit breakers 1 In progress Complete 

Specification of LV remote controlled link box 

switches 

1 In progress In progress 

Procurement of LV circuit breakers 1 Not started In progress 

Research Package 1: Hardware design review by 

ICL 

1 Not started In progress 
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Task description Workstream Status at start 

of period 

Status at end of 

period 

Develop IT/OT detailed requirements 2 In progress In progress 

Develop IT/OT architecture logic design 2 In progress In progress 

Procurement of Research Package 2 – Active 

Response Solution Design Review 

2 In progress Complete 

Research Package 2: Software design review by 

Aston University 

2 Not started In progress 

Definition of work packages for solution 

components 

2 In progress In progress 

Procure and appoint supplier for ANM software 

platform 

2 In progress Complete 

Develop specification for RTUs 2 In progress Complete 

Liaise with UK Power Networks’ LV Monitoring 

Project about installing RTUs for project trials 

2 In progress In progress 

ANM software development for Trial 1 2 Not started In progress 

Preparation of data for Trial 1 2 Not started In progress 

Trial design and site selection 3 In progress In progress 

Procurement of Research Package 4 – Application 

and Business Case Review 

3 In progress In progress 

Write Project Deliverable 2 3 In progress Complete 

Procurement of Research Package 3 – 

Conventional Equipment Impact Study 

3 In progress In progress 

Detailed trial design 3 Not started In progress 

Study impact on P2/6 network planning standard 3 Not started In progress 

Network and device protection study 3 Not started In progress 

Update project storyboard 4 In progress In progress 

Present at Better Networks forum 4 Not started Complete 

Present at SGTech Europe 2019 4 Not started Complete 

Present at CIRED 2019 4 Not started Complete 

 

 

 

 

4.3 Identification and management of issues 

The project team recognises the importance of robust risk management methodologies for any project, but more 

specifically for complex innovation projects. Due to the nature of complex innovation projects, it is likely that certain risks 

will impact the overall project activities in some form. A full list of project risks identified for Active Response is provided 

in Section 11. However, during this period it can be reported that two risks have begun to impact the schedule of specific 

project activities.  

 

The following issues have been reported in the workstream reports and are also captured below. 
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Ref Issue Impact Mitigation 
Target 

close date 

Status 

R29 There has been a 

delay in appointing 

the ANM supplier, 

due to the ANM 

procurement being 

part of a broader UK 

Power Networks 

strategic initiative 

and therefore not in 

the full control of the 

project. 

There are delays in 
appointing the supplier, 
which is reducing the 
time available for the 
supplier to develop the 
solutions in readiness 
for the start of trials. 
This may ultimately 
impact Project 
Deliverable 4 (Learning 
from Commissioning 
and Operation of Active 
Response Software 
Solution Tools), which 
captures learnings from 
software testing. 

 

Updated procurement 

timescales have been agreed 

in UK Power Networks at a 

senior management level. 

The team is 

agreeing/discussing delivery 

timescales with suppliers and 

exploring whether the 

removal of Trial 1 would allow 

the same learnings to be 

developed without impacting 

Project Deliverable 4 (due in 

January 2020). 

Q1 2019 Closed in 

Q1 2019 

R38 Long lead times for 
PED components are 
impacting the build 
timelines for the SPB 
and SOP. 

 

The build of the SOP 

and SPB is delayed, 

incurring delays to 

testing and 

commissioning of the 

devices. Together with 

R46 listed below, this 

will result in a delay to 

the completion of 

Project Deliverable 3 

(Learning from 

Hardware factory tests), 

which captures 

learnings from the 

testing of the SPB and 

SOP. 

UK Power Networks is 

working closely with TPS to 

develop a detailed 

understanding of the likely 

impact of delays to the testing 

of components. During the 

next reporting period, the 

team will determine the 

revised date for submitting 

Project Deliverable 3.  

This is not expected to 

amount to a material change 

to the project. 

Q4 2019 Live 

R46 Delays in the testing 
of SOP components 
will delay functional 
and qualification 
testing of the 
devices. 

The build of the SOP is 

delayed, incurring 

delays to testing and 

commissioning of the 

devices. Together with 

R38 listed above, this 

will result in a delay to 

the completion of 

Project Deliverable 3 

(Learning from 

Hardware factory tests), 

which captures 

learnings from the 

testing of the SPB and 

SOP. 

As above for R38. Q1 2020 Live 
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Confirmed delay to Project Deliverable 3 (Learning from Hardware factory tests) – Please see Issues R38 and R46 
in the table above. The revised submission date is still to be determined, but is not expected to amount to a material 
change to the project.  The project team is constantly monitoring the situation and is progressing a formal change request 
which will be submitted to Ofgem’s Project Officer in due course. 
 
Risk of delay to Project Deliverable 4 (Learning from Commissioning and Operation of Active Response Software 
Solution Tools) – The appointment of the ANM supplier enabled the project to close Issue R29, relating to delays in the 
ANM procurement process. However, this delay has manifested additional risks that may have an impact on some 
significant project milestones. The most immediate of these risks is a potential delay to the submission of Project 
Deliverable 4.  With limited time available for the development of Trial 1 software it is likely that the offline trials may need 
to be delayed, with a subsequent knock-on effect on the submission date for Project Deliverable 4. This remains a high 
risk at the end of the reporting period, but is not yet confirmed as an issue. 
 

Risk of delay to Project Deliverable 5 (Initial Learning from the Installation and Commissioning of Active 

Response Hardware) – Issues R38 and R46 have the potential to delay the submission of Project Deliverable 5.  The 

delay to Project Deliverable 3 (Learning from Hardware factory tests) is likely to have a knock-on effect on Project 

Deliverable 5, because delays to testing of the devices will delay their installation and commissioning. Furthermore, 

commissioning of the devices is dependent on the communication links with the ADMS being operational. There is a 

dependency on third parties for the implementation of the communication links. Although the project team has not been 

informed of any delays with the communication links, it remains a high risk as it is not directly within their control. The 

risk of delay to the submission of Project Deliverable 5 remains a high risk at the end of the reporting period, but is not 

yet confirmed as an issue. 

4.4 Key achievements and notable events 

Key achievements and notable events in the reporting period are shown below: 

 

 Detailed critical design for SPBs signed off 

 Supervisory control for PEDs finalised 

 Hardware design review completed by ICL as part of Research Package 1 

 Appointment of the ANM supplier 

 Specification for RTU enhancements signed off 

 Successful submission of Project Deliverable 2 (Trial Site Selection Criteria and Process Outcome) 

 Site visits to UK Power Networks’ licence areas to determine locations, equipment requirements and constraints 

for the trials 

 Presentations at UK Power Networks’ ‘Better Networks Forum’, SGTech Europe 2019 and CIRED 2019 

4.5 Look-ahead to next reporting period 

The following major tasks and milestones are planned for the next reporting period: 

 

 Manufacture of first SOPs for qualification testing (Workstream 1) 

 Build and test SPB prototype (Workstream 1) 

 Manufacture of SPB for Trial 3 (Workstream 1) 

 Continue work on Research Package 2 – Design Review of PEDs (Workstream 1) 

 Procure LV switches for Trials 1, 2 and 3 (Workstream 1) 

 Start writing Project Deliverable 3 (Learning from Hardware factory tests) (Workstream 1) 

 Development of optimisation algorithm within ANM software (Workstream 2) 

 Finalisation of IT/OT physical architecture design (Workstream 2) 

 Offline testing of Active Response software solution for Trial 1 (Workstream 2) 
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 Start writing Project Deliverable 4 (Learning from Commissioning and Operation of Active Response Software 

Solution Tools) (Workstream 2) 

 Write physical architecture design document (Workstream 2) 

 Start Trial 1 (Workstream 3) 

 Continue detailed design of trial sites (Workstream 3) 

 Install RTUs for Trial 1 (Workstream 3) 

 Upgrade or procure ring main units for Trial 1, if required (Workstream 3) 

 Appointment of supplier for Research Package 3 – Impact on Conventional Network Equipment (Workstream 3) 

 Appointment of supplier for Research Package 4 – Use Case and Business Case Review (Workstream 3) 

 Research Package 4: Conduct low carbon technology adoption study (Workstream 3) 

 Planning for installation and commissioning of Trials 2 and 3 (Workstream 3) 

 Arrange DNO technical workshop (Workstream 4) 

 Prepare materials for and attend LCNI Conference 2019 (Workstream 4) 

 

5. Progress against budget 
 

This section is provided in the Confidential Appendix A. 

 

6. Project bank account 
 

This section is provided in the Confidential Appendix A. 

 

7. Project Deliverables 
 

This section provides an overview of progress against each of the deliverables set out in the Project Direction. The text 

describes progress on the evidence for each Project Deliverable. 

 

Project 
Deliverable 

Deadline Evidence Progress 

High Level Design 
Specification of 
Advanced 
Automation 
Solution 
(Deliverable 1) 

15 August 
2018 

Report outlining the requirements and options for the 
Active Response software solution (WS2) 

  

Successfully submitted. 
 

Trial Site 
Selection Criteria 
and Process 
Outcome 
(Deliverable 2) 

31 
January 
2019 

Description of possible site selection criteria, 
derivation of the selected methodology and details of 
the networks selected for the four project trials 
(WS3) 

Successfully submitted. 

Learning from 
Hardware factory 
tests (Deliverable 
3) 

15 August 
2019 

Details of the key learning from the hardware 
specification, design and testing process (WS1) 

A revised date for this 
deliverable is required, due to 
delays to the Workstream 1 
programme (see Section 4.3 
for further details). This is not 
expected to amount to a 
material change to the project. 

https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Active-Response-Project-Deliverable-1-Report.pdf
https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Active-Response-Project-Deliverable-2-Report.pdf
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Project 
Deliverable 

Deadline Evidence Progress 

Learning from 
Commissioning 
and Operation of 
Active Response 
Software Solution 
Tools (Deliverable 
4) 

31 
January 
2020 

Report outlining the key learning from the initial 
offline trials of the project software tools (WS2) 

There is a risk that this 
deliverable could be impacted 
by delays to the Workstream 2 
programme (see Section 4.3 
for further details). This is not 
expected to amount to a 
material change to the project. 

Initial Learning 
from the 
Installation and 
Commissioning of 
Active Response 
Hardware 
(Deliverable 5) 

31 March 
2020 

Report outlining the key learning from the initial 
installation and commissioning of the project 
hardware (WS1) 

There is a risk that this 
deliverable could be impacted 
by delays to the programmes 
of Workstreams 1 and 2 (see 
Section 4.3 for further details). 
This is not expected to amount 
to a material change to the 
project. 

Project technology 
handover, rollout 
and adoption into 
BaU plan 
(Deliverable 6) 

29 
January 
2021 

Implementation Plan for the adoption of the project 
solutions into Business as Usual (WS4)  

The deliverable remains on 
track, however no significant 
progress has been made. 

Review of the 
Active Response 
Methods 
applicability in 
Scottish Power 
Energy Network 
licence areas  
(Deliverable 7) 

30 June 
2021 

A report by SPEN detailing the number 
implementations in their licence areas that the 
project methods provide benefits (WS3) 

The deliverable remains on 
track, however no significant 
progress has been made. 

Presentation of 
findings from the 
project trials 
(Deliverable 8) 

31 August 
2021 

Analysis and findings from the four project trials, 
including key learning and recommendations (WS3) 

The deliverable remains on 
track, however no significant 
progress has been made. 

Review of solution 
applications and 
project business 
case (Deliverable 
9) 

30 
November 
2021 

Comparison of the project technology following the 
trials against that envisaged at inception, and review 
of applications and benefits (WS3) 

The deliverable remains on 
track, however no significant 
progress has been made. 
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8. Data access details 
 

To view the full Innovation Data Sharing Policy, please visit UK Power Networks’ website here: 

http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/contact-us/InnovationDataSharingPolicy.pdf 

 

UK Power Networks recognises that innovation projects may produce network and consumption data, and that this data 

may be useful to others. This data may be shared with interested parties whenever it is practicable and legal to do so 

and it is in the interest of GB electricity customers. In accordance with the Innovation Data Sharing Policy, published in 

2017/18, UK Power Networks aims to make available all non-personal, non-confidential/non-sensitive data on request, 

so that interested parties can benefit from this data. 

 

9. Learning outcomes 
 
The project team recognises the importance of ‘best in class’ learning and dissemination. Specific lessons learned in 
each of the workstreams are captured in the workstream progress reports.  
 
The following documents are available to other GB DNOs upon request: 
 

 Active Response project storyboard 

 Engineering concept design 

 Project use cases 

 Project Deliverable 1 – High Level Design Specification of Advanced Automation Solution 

 SOP and SPB specification 

 SOP and SPB preliminary design 

 SOP and SPB detailed design 

 High-level requirements for the IT/OT solution 

 IT/OT architecture conceptual design 

 RTU specification 

 Trial site selection methodology 

 Specifications for link box switches and remote-controlled circuit breakers 
 
 
 

10. Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) 
 

This section lists any relevant IPR that has been generated or registered during the reporting period along with details of 

who owns the IPR and any royalties which have resulted, and any relevant IPR that is forecast to be registered in the 

next reporting period. 

 

IPR generated last period (January to June 2019) 

 

IPR Description Owner(s) Type Royalties 

Project Deliverable 2 – Trial Site Selection Criteria and 

Process Outcome 

UK Power 

Networks 

Ricardo 

Relevant 

Foreground IPR 

Nil 

Logical Architecture Design Document (LADD) UK Power 

Networks 

Relevant 

Foreground IPR 

Nil 

http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/contact-us/InnovationDataSharingPolicy.pdf
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IPR Description Owner(s) Type Royalties 

Supervisory control philosophy for power electronic devices UK Power 

Networks 

Ricardo 

Turbo Power 

Systems 

Relevant 

Foreground IPR 

Nil 

Detailed design for Trial 1: Active HV UK Power 

Networks 

Ricardo 

Relevant 

Foreground IPR 

Nil 

Detailed design for Trial 2: Network Optimise UK Power 

Networks 

Ricardo 

Relevant 

Foreground IPR 

Nil 

Detailed design for Trial 3: Primary Connect UK Power 

Networks 

Ricardo 

Relevant 

Foreground IPR 

Nil 

 

IPR forecast next period (July to December 2019) 

IPR Description Owner(s) Type 

Final design of SOPs Turbo Power 

Systems 

Foreground Knowledge IP’ 

 

Final design of SPB Turbo Power 

Systems 

Foreground Knowledge IP’ 

 

 

Advanced automation and optimisation solution for Active HV (Trial 1) UK Power 

Networks 

Smarter Grid 

Solutions 

Nexant 

Relevant Foreground IPR 

Physical Architecture Design Document (LADD) UK Power 

Networks 

Relevant Foreground IPR 

Detailed design for Trial 4: Active Response UK Power 

Networks 

Ricardo 

Relevant Foreground IPR 
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11. Risk management 
 

This section lists the risks highlighted in the FSP plus any other risks that have arisen in the reporting period. We have described how we are managing the risks we have highlighted and what we have learned. Risks 1-26 are captured in the 

FSP. We identified Risks 27-46 during the first 12 months of the project. The project continues to monitor risks and issues on a monthly basis, at a ‘deep-dive’ risk management meeting. At this meeting, risk impacts and mitigation plans are 

updated. 
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12. Material change information 
 

No material changes have been encountered during this reporting period and none are foreseen for the next reporting 

period.  

 

 

13. Other information 
 

Currently there is no other information to report to Ofgem.  

 
 
14. Accuracy assurance statement 
 

The project has implemented a project governance structure as outlined in our innovation policies and procedures that 

effectively and efficiently manages the project and all its products. All information produced and held by the project is 

reviewed and updated when required to ensure quality and accuracy. This report has gone through an internal project 

review and a further review within UK Power Networks to ensure the accuracy of information. 

 

We hereby confirm that this report represents a true, complete and accurate statement on the progress of the Active 

Response project in its third six-month reporting period and an accurate view of our understanding of the activities for 

the next reporting period. 

 

 

 

Signed ………………………………………………………… 

 

Date ………………………………………………………… 

 

Suleman Alli 

Director of Safety, Strategy & Support Services  

UK Power Networks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


